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Abstract—In this paper, we first identify some unique design
requirements in the aspects of security and privacy preserva-
tion for communications between different communication devices
in vehicular ad hoc networks. We then propose a secure and
privacy-preserving protocol based on group signature and identity
(ID)-based signature techniques. We demonstrate that the pro-
posed protocol cannot only guarantee the requirements of security
and privacy but can also provide the desired traceability of each
vehicle in the case where the ID of the message sender has to be re-
vealed by the authority for any dispute event. Extensive simulation
is conducted to verify the efficiency, effectiveness, and applicability
of the proposed protocol in various application scenarios under
different road systems.

Index Terms—Conditional privacy, group signature, identity
(ID)-based signature, security, vehicular communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ADVANCE and wide deployment of wireless-
communication technologies have revolutionized our

lifestyles by providing the best ever convenience and flexibility
in accessing Internet services and various types of personal-
communication applications. Recently, car manufactories and
telecommunication industries have geared up to equip every car
with the technology that allows drivers and passengers from dif-
ferent cars to communicate with each other in order to improve
the driving experience. For example, KVH [1] and Microsoft’s
MSN TV [2] introduced an automotive-vehicle Internet-access
system called TracNet, which can bring the Internet services
to in-car video screens and turn the entire vehicle into an
IEEE 802.11-based Wi-Fi hotspot. The passengers can then use
their wireless-enabled laptops to go online. Furthermore, by
using those communication devices equipped in vehicles [also
known as onboard units (OBUs)], the vehicles can communi-
cate with each other, as well as with roadside units (RSUs)
located at the critical points on the road, such as a traffic
light at a road intersection. With the OBUs and the RSUs,
a self-organized network can be formed, which is called a
vehicular ad hoc network (VANET). Due to low cost and
easy deployment of wireless technology, it is expected that
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the roadside will be densely covered with a variety of RSUs,
like traffic lights, traffic signs, and wireless routers, which will
provide wireless access to vehicles on the road. In addition, the
RSUs could be connected to the Internet backbone to support
diversified services, such as transmission control protocol and
real-time multimedia streaming applications. Thus, increasing
interest has been raised by both industry and academia on the
applications of roadside-to-vehicle communication and inter-
vehicle communication (IVC), aiming to improve the driving
safety and traffic management while providing drivers and
passengers with Internet access at the same time.

The creation of a VANET is significant to traffic management
and roadside safety. Unfortunately, a VANET also comes with
its own set of challenges, particularly security and privacy. As
a special implementation of mobile ad hoc networks, a VANET
could be subject to many security threats, which will lead to
increasing malicious attacks and service abuses. It is obvious
that any malicious behavior of users, such as a modification and
replay attack on the disseminated messages, could be fatal to
other users. Furthermore, conditional privacy preservation must
be achieved in the sense that user-related private information,
including the driver’s name, license plate, speed, position,
maker, model, and vehicle identification number (VIN) of the
vehicle, and traveling routes, as well as their relationships, has
to be protected, while the authorities should be able to reveal the
identities of message senders in case of a traffic event dispute,
such as a crime/car accident scene investigation, which can be
used to look for witnesses. Therefore, it is critical to develop a
suite of elaborate and carefully designed security mechanisms
to achieve security and conditional privacy preservation in
VANETs before they can practically be launched. However,
only a very limited number of previously reported studies have
tackled the security and privacy issues of VANETs, in spite of
its ultimate importance.

In this paper, we are committed to tackling the problem
of security assurance and conditional privacy preservation
in vehicular communication applications. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first study that deals with the issues of
both security and conditional privacy in VANETs through a
cryptographic approach. We introduce a secure and privacy-
preserving protocol for VANETs by integrating the techniques
of Group Signature [7] and Identity (ID)-based Signature
[8], called (GSIS). Security problems are divided into the
following two aspects: security and privacy preservation be-
tween OBUs and OBUs, as well as that between the OBUs
and the RSUs, in light of their different design requirements.
In the first aspect, group signature is used to secure the
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communication between OBUs and OBUs, where messages can
securely and anonymously be signed by the senders, while the
identities of the senders can be recovered by the authorities.
In the second aspect, a signature scheme using ID-based cryp-
tography (IBC) is adopted in the RSUs to digitally sign each
message launched by the RSUs to ensure its authenticity, where
the signature overhead can greatly be reduced. OBUs that are
installed in emergency vehicles will be treated in the same way
as the RSUs, since it is unnecessary to protect the privacy of
both the RSUs and the OBUs installed in emergency vehicles.
Note that, with IBC, any string can serve as a valid public key
for an RSU or an emergency vehicle, such as the location of
the RSU, the unique number and the code of the RSU, or the
emergency vehicle’s license plate number [9]. By adopting any
publicly known ID of an RSU or an emergency vehicle, such
as the location of the RSU or the emergency vehicle’s license
plate number, as the public key, the certificate management in
the VANETs can greatly be simplified as compared with that in
the traditional public key infrastructure.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A survey
on the related work is conducted in Section II. Preliminaries
and background of the proposed security protocol are presented
in Section III. In Section IV, the proposed security protocol
is presented along with the enabling signaling initiations and
transactions in detail. Section V evaluates the performance of
the proposed protocol through extensive simulation. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The IEEE 802.11p task group is working on the Dedi-
cated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Standard, which
aims to enhance the 802.11 protocol to support wireless data
communications for vehicles and roadside infrastructure [4].
Extensive studies have been reported on the IVC; however,
most of them have focused on either the feasibility of a specific
application scenario or the medium access control (MAC) layer
performance analysis or various routing solutions [11]–[15].
Very limited efforts have been made on the issues of security
and privacy preservation [3], [4], [16], [17].

The studies in [16] and [17] discussed the general security
issues, such as the attack models, security requirements, and
properties of the IVC systems, instead of providing any solu-
tion to ensure the identified security and privacy preservation
requirements. In [3], a security protocol was introduced by
way of creating a large number of anonymous certificates in
vehicles. With a pool of around 43 800 certificates, each vehicle
randomly chooses one of the available certificates for signing
the message at one time in order to meet the driver’s privacy
requirement. To achieve traceability, a unique electronic ID is
assigned to each vehicle by which the police and authorities can
verify the ID of the owner in case of any dispute. Although this
scheme can effectively meet the conditional privacy require-
ment, it is far from efficient and can hardly become a scalable
and reliable approach, because the ID management authority
has to keep all the anonymous certificates for each vehicle
in the administrative region, which could be a province or a
country. Once a malicious message is detected, the authority

has to exhaustedly search in a very huge database (probably
43 800 certificates ∗ millions of cars) to find the ID related to
the compromised anonymous public key.

The Vehicle Safety Communications Project was to evaluate
the feasibility of using the DSRC Standard to support the
roadside safety related applications [4]. In [4], a solution was
proposed to take advantage of a list of short-lived anonymous
certificates to keep the privacy of the drivers, where the short-
lived certificates are discarded right after being used. The
scheme can provide a higher security assurance than that in [3],
because the certificates are blindly signed by the certificate au-
thority (CA) in order to deal with the “insider” attack. A linkage
marker is used for the escrow authorities to connect together the
blindly signed anonymous certificates with a single vehicle. All
compromised but not expired vehicles have to be revoked so as
for all the certificates belonging to those vehicles, which is done
simply by updating the certificate revocation list (CRL). The
disadvantage of this scheme is that the CRL may grow quickly,
which may not only have a large CRL size but also take a long
time to look through the whole CRL to see if a certificate is still
valid or not. The CRL size, which is referred to as the memory
space, means the amount of memory required by a CRL.

Different from the above reported schemes, we propose
a secure and privacy-preserving protocol, which cannot only
guarantee the requirements of security and privacy but can also
provide the desired traceability of each vehicle in the case
where the ID of the message sender has to be revealed by the
authority for any dispute event. Furthermore, the size of the
CRL is considerably reduced. Thus, the proposed protocol can
practically be launched for enabling the application scenario of
VANETs.

III. PRELIMINARIES AND BACKGROUND

A. Threat Model

There are several possible attacks in VANETs, which are
listed as follows.

1) Bogus information attack: The adversary may send fake
messages to meet a specific purpose. For example, one
may send a fake traffic jam message to the others such
that it can manipulate to get a better traffic condition.

2) Unauthorized preemption attack: In many places, an
RSU, particularly a traffic light, can be controlled to pro-
vide special traffic priority for emergency vehicles, such
as ambulance, police, and fire vehicles. Similar to a bogus
information attack, the adversary may illegally interrupt
traffic lights by manipulating the traffic light preemptive
system in order to get a better traffic condition [5].

3) Message replay attack: The adversary replays the valid
messages sent some time before in order to disturb the
traffic.

4) Message modification attack: The message is altered
during or after transmission. The adversary may wish to
change the source or content of the message in terms of
the position or time information that had been sent and
saved in its device to escape from the consequence of a
criminal/car accident event.
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5) Impersonation attack: The adversary may pretend to be
another vehicle or even an RSU to fool the others.

6) RSU replication attack: Due to the fact that there exist
a large number of RSUs, cost considerations prevent the
RSUs from having sufficient protection from malicious
attacks, which results in an RSU compromise. Afterward,
an adversary can relocate the captured RSU to launch
any malicious attack, such as broadcasting fake traffic
information.

7) Denial-of-service (DoS) attack: The adversary sends ir-
relevant bulk messages to take up the channel and con-
sume the computational resources of the other nodes,
such as RF interference or jamming or layer-two-packet
flooding [6].

8) Movement tracking: Since wireless communication is
on an openly shared medium, an adversary can easily
eavesdrop on any traffic. After the adversary intercepts
a significant amount of messages in a certain region, the
adversary may trace a vehicle in terms of its physical
position and moving patterns simply through information
analysis.

Since DoS attack in wireless communication networks has
extensively been investigated in the past [6], [22]–[25], in this
paper, we will focus on the security and privacy issues which
are not related to the DoS attack.

B. Desired Requirements

To countermeasure and mitigate the potential threats in the
aforementioned security threats/attack models, a well-
developed security protocol should meet the following
requirements.

1) Data origin authentication and integrity: All the mes-
sages should be unaltered in the delivery and can be
authenticated by the receiver no matter how the messages
are sent by an RSU or an OBU.

2) Anonymous user authentication: Anonymous user au-
thentication is the process of attempting to verify that a
user is authentic and legitimate but does not reveal the
real ID of the user.

3) Vehicle anonymity: The ID of a vehicle should be trans-
parent to any normal message receiver to support the sen-
der anonymity while providing their position information.

4) RSU ID exposure: The RSUs or any other roadside in-
frastructure are not subject to any privacy issue; instead,
they should evidently present their identities, includ-
ing the physical locations and the services that can be
provided.

5) Prevention of RSU replication: It is very likely to happen
that an RSU is compromised and/or relocated to any other
place by an adversary, by which the adversary can launch
various attacks through the compromised/relocated RSU,
possibly causing the whole VANET into disruption. Ef-
fective countermeasures to the RSU replication attack
must be provided to maintain the security of VANETs.

6) Vehicle ID traceability: The authorities should be able to
reveal the real identities of the message senders in order
to guard the truth when there is any dispute.

7) Efficiency: The communication overhead of each packet
and processing latency at each vehicle must be as small
as possible.

C. Bilinear Pairing

Bilinear pairing has brought tremendous interests and atten-
tions from the security community, since the technique has
been identified to be able to solve some problems that were
previously well recognized as unsolvable, such as IBC [9].
Another advantage in considering pairing-based schemes is that
they can save communication bandwidth as compared with the
traditional schemes, such as RSA and ElGamal, due to a smaller
signature overhead.

As a fundamental enabling technique of the proposed proto-
col, the bilinear pairing and the underlying problems are briefly
introduced as follows.

Definition 1 (Admissible Bilinear Map [9]): Let (G1,×),
(G2,×), and (GT ,×) be three groups of the same prime order q
and P1 and P2 be two generators of G1 and G2, respectively. An
admissible bilinear map is a map ê: G1 ×G2 → GT satisfying
the following properties.

1) Bilinearity: ∀(U, V ) ∈ G1 ×G2, and ∀ a, b ∈ Z
∗
q;

ê(Ua, V b) = ê(U, V )ab.
2) Nondegeneracy: ê(P1, P2) �= 1GT

.
3) Computability: There exists an efficient algorithm to

compute ê(U, V ), for all (U, V ) ∈ G1 ×G2.

Definition 2 (Bilinear Parameter Generator [9]): A bilin-
ear parameter generator Gen is a probabilistic algorithm that
takes a security parameter k as input and outputs a heptu-
ple (q, P1,G1, P2,G2,GT , ê), satisfying the following condi-
tions: q is a prime with 2k < q < 2k+1; the groups G1, G2,
and GT are all of order q; P1 and P2 generates G1 and
G2, respectively; and ê : G1 ×G2 → GT is an admissible bi-
linear map.

For most cryptographic applications, an efficiently com-
putable isomorphism ψ : G2 → G1 is essentially required.
When G1 = G2 and P1 = P2, ψ can be the identity map.
Therefore, for simplicity, we consider G1 = G2. Then, with
k as the input security parameter, the bilinear parameter gen-
erator Gen(k) generates a quintuple (q, P1,G1,GT , ê), where
ê : G1 ×G2 → GT .

Next, we state the following three underlying problems,
which serve as a basis of our proposed protocol.

1) Computational Diffie–Hellman (CDH) problem: For un-
known a, b ∈ Z

∗
q, given P a

1 , P b
1 ∈ G1, compute for

P ab
1 ∈ G1.

2) Decisional Diffie–Hellman (DDH) problem: For un-
known a, b, c ∈ Z

∗
q, given P a

1 , P b
1 , P c

1 ∈ G1, decide
whether ab = c mod q. It is known that DDH in G1 is
easy and can be solved in polynomial time by checking

ê(P a
1 , P

b
1 ) ?= ê(P c

1 , P1).
3) Bilinear Diffie–Hellman (BDH) problem: For unknown

a, b, c ∈ Z
∗
q, given P a

1 , P b
1 , P c

1 ∈ G1, compute for
ê(P1, P1)abc ∈ GT .
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IV. PROPOSED SECURE AND

PRIVACY-PRESERVING PROTOCOL

A. Problem Formulation

Each vehicle is equipped with a reliable positioning device
(e.g., a Global Positioning System) and can get accurate time
information. To explore the highest security level, we assume a
very critical scenario where the adversaries can intercept any
message that they desire in the VANET. Furthermore, based
on the fact that keeping the confidentiality of each message
in IVC applications is not necessary (since everybody has
the right to know the content of the message), we choose
to use the digital signature technique to sign every message
sent by the OBUs and the RSUs. Therefore, any receiver can
verify the received messages and make sure of the integrity and
authenticity of the messages with the nonrepudiation property.
The security design is divided into the following two cate-
gories: the security mechanisms between two OBUs, as well
as those between an RSU and an OBU. With this, the security
solutions are considered separately in these two categories due
to the different design requirements, which are discussed as
follows.

1) Communications Between OBUs1: The main challenge
of the communications between OBUs lies in the contradiction
between the design requirements for vehicle anonymity from
regular users and for traceability by the authorities.2 Because of
this, the traditional public key encryption scheme is not suitable
in signing the safety messages, because the ID information is
included in the public key certificates. One solution is to use
a list of anonymous certificates for message authentication,
where the relationships of these anonymous certificates with
their owners are kept in the Transportation Regulation Center
(TRC), such that the real ID of a message sender can be traced.
This method can achieve the conditional privacy in a straight-
forward manner at the expense of possibly huge efforts paid to
maintain and manage a global certificate list by the authorities.
It could also be a time-consuming task in tracing back to the real
ID of a vehicle when there is any dispute. Thus, we propose a
security protocol by using the group signature scheme [7] to
sign the messages sent by the vehicles. The main feature of
the group signature scheme is that it provides anonymity of
the signers. A verifier can judge whether the signer belongs
to a group without knowing who the signer is in the group.
However, in an exceptional situation, the CA, which serves as
a group manager, can reveal the unique ID of the signature’s
originator. Therefore, the group signature technique brings up a
better way to meet the anonymity and traceability requirements
rather than storing all the certificates in the terminal devices.
The group signature technique also reduces the workload of
the public key and certificate path verification operations.
Besides, the group signature scheme can satisfy other basic
security requirements, such as message integrity and data origin
authentication.

1It refers to communications launched from the OBUs.
2In this paper, we term the coexisted privacy and identity traceability as

conditional privacy.

A secure group signature must be correct, anonymous, and
unlinkable while also being traceable under some circum-
stances (more details of these properties can be found in [28]
and [38]). In addition to the aforementioned properties, some
other features are also preferred in the IVC application, which
are listed as follows.

1) Role separation: In the real world, it is preferred if
the role of the group manager can be divided into a
membership manager (MM) and a tracing manager (TM).
The TRC can serve as the MM for assigning private keys
and group public keys to the vehicles, whereas the law
authorities could serve as a TM for possibly revealing the
real IDs of the message senders if necessary.

2) Group membership revocation: It is indispensable in the
IVC system to have the ability to selectively revoke the
group membership of a compromised vehicle either by
updating keys or releasing revocation lists (RLs).

3) High efficiency: The computational cost and the length
of the signatures should be small in order to meet
the stringent communication requirement in the IVC
system.

Dozens of group signature schemes have been proposed
since 1991. However, some proposed group signature schemes
are questionable in the security and anonymity assurance. For
instance, many ID-based group signature schemes, such as
in [28]–[31], failed to meet the unlinkability requirement. In
addition, some schemes, such as [28] and [32], were proven to
be forgeable and traceable. In addition, most of the reported
group signature schemes take very long and are nonrevocable
signatures, and/or the role of the group manager is indivisi-
ble, which fails to meet the requirements in the application
scenario of interest. Thus, after a thorough evaluation, we
choose the short group signature scheme that was introduced by
Boneh et al. [34], which is secure and considered to be best
suited to the IVC application.

2) Communications Between RSU and OBU3: The main
feature with respect to the security requirements between RSUs
and OBUs is that the messages sent by RSUs are not subject
to the privacy requirement. Therefore, we propose to use the
identifier string of each RSU as the public key to sign the
messages launched from the RSUs. For OBUs installed in
emergency vehicles, the license plate numbers are used as their
public keys. With the ID-based signature scheme, the workload
of certificate management can significantly be reduced, and
the public key update and revocation operations can largely be
simplified. Among all the known ID-based signature schemes,
the provably secure ID-based signature scheme given in [27]
is adopted in this paper, since the length of the signature is
significantly reduced due to the use of bilinear pairing. The
scheme is also among the most efficient ones in terms of the
complexity of verification operation, which takes only one-
pairing computation.

For ease of presentation, the notations throughout this paper
in describing our security protocol are listed in Table I.

3It refers to communications launched from the RSUs.
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS

Fig. 1. Secure communication system between OBUs.

B. System Setup

For the considered system, there are three types of network
entities: the TM, the MM, and the mobile OBUs equipped
on the moving vehicles,4 and their relationship is shown in
Fig. 1. All vehicles need to be registered with the MM and
preloaded with public system parameters and their own private
key before the vehicles can join the VANET. When the vehicles
are on the road, they regularly broadcast routine traffic-related
messages, such as position, current time, direction, speed, brake
status, steering angle, acceleration/deceleration, traffic condi-
tions, traffic events, etc., to help drivers get a better awareness
of what is going on in their driving environment and take
early actions to respond to an abnormal situation [4]. Whenever
there is a situation where the involved vehicles’ IDs need to be
revealed, for example, police officers looking for someone who
may be able to provide valuable information about an accident,

4For simplicity, we assume that a vehicle is equipped with an OBU. Without
loss of generality, we use the terms “vehicle” and “OBU” interchangeably in
this paper.

TABLE II
MESSAGE FORMAT FOR OBU

the evidence, such as signed traffic messages, can be submitted
to the TM, who is responsible for the authorization for revealing
the real IDs of the wanted vehicles. The TM then forwards
recovered clues and evidences to the MM, who finally finds the
real IDs from its membership database.

First, the law authority, which serves as a TM, generates the
required bilinear groups as the system parameters [9], which
are described as follows.

Let G1 and G2 denote two multiplicative cyclic groups with
a generator g1 and g2 of the same prime order p, respectively.
Let ψ be a computable isomorphism from G2 to G1, with
ψ(g2) = g1, and ê be a computable map ê : G1 ×G2 → GT

with the following properties. 1) Bilinearity: For all u ∈ G1,
v ∈ G2, and a, b ∈ Z

∗
p, ê(ua, vb) = ê(u, v)ab. 2) Nondegener-

acy: ê(g1, g2) = g �= 1GT
.

Furthermore, we assume that the strong Diffie–Hellman
(SDH) assumption holds on (G1,G2) and that the linear
Diffie–Hellman assumption holds on G1 [33].

Then, the TM randomly selects two elements h
R← G1 \

{1G1} and h0
R← G2 \ {1G2}, along with two random numbers

ξ1 and ξ2
R← Z

∗
p, and sets u, v ∈ G1 such that uξ1 = vξ2 = h

and h1, h2 ∈ G2 such that h1 = hξ1
0 , h2 = hξ2

0 . In the end, the
TM keeps the TM’s private key gmskt = (ξ1, ξ2) secretly and
sends the system parameters

(G1,G2,GT , g1, g2, g, p, ψ, ê, u, v, h, h0, h1, h2)

to the TRC, which works as the MM.
Finally, the TRC randomly selects γ

R← Z
∗
p as the MM’s

private key gmskm and sets w = Ppub = gγ
2 as a system pa-

rameter. The TRC also chooses two secure cryptographic hash
functions H : {0, 1}∗ → Z

∗
p and H1 : {0, 1}∗ ×GT → Z

∗
p. In

the end, the TRC publishes the system parameters param and
group public key gpk, as follows:




param =
(

G1,G2,GT , g1, g2, g, p, ψ, ê
H,H1, Ppub, u, v, h, h0, h1, h2

)

gpk = (g1, g2, g, w).

In such a way, the security system is initialized.

C. Security Protocol Between OBUs

1) Message Format: The format of the safety messages
sent by the OBU is defined in Table II, where Group ID
is used to identify to which group the vehicle belongs.
The message payload may include the information on the
vehicle’s position, message sending time, direction, speed,
acceleration/deceleration, traffic events, etc. According to [4],
the payload of a message is 100 B. A timestamp is used to
prevent the message replay attack. The last second field is the
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OBU’s signature of the first four parts of the message. The last
field is time to live (TTL), which records a timer that controls
how long the message is allowed to remain in the VANETs. In
this case, the situation in which a VANET becomes swamped
by messages can be avoided.

2) Security Protocol for OBU and OBU Communication:
The proposed security protocol is an elaboration of short group
signature scheme [34] in order to support the proposed hybrid
membership revocation scheme, which will be detailed in the
following. Specifically, the proposed security protocol contains
five phases, which are described in the following paragraphs.

1) Membership registration: During the vehicle’s registra-
tion process, the MM generates a tuple (Ai, xi) for each
vehicle i with identity IDi, which is the vehicle’s private
key gsk[i], which is shown as follows. By using γ, the
MM first computes

xi ← H(γ, IDi) ∈ Z
∗
p

and then sets Ai ← g
1/(γ+xi)
1 ∈ G1. In the end, the MM

stores the pair (Ai, IDi) in its record, which completes
the membership registration.

Note that, since the value xi can be computed by γ and
IDi, the MM does not need to store xi in order to save
storage space.

2) Signing: Given message M , vehicle i signs on M before
sending it out. With the group public key gpk and the pri-
vate key pair (Ai, xi), the signing procedure is composed
of the following computations.

a) Select the exponents α, β
R← Z

∗
p.

b) Compute an encryption of Ai and (T1, T2, T3),
where

T1 ← uα, T2 ← vβ , T3 ← Aih
α+β . (1)

c) Compute δ1 ← xiα and δ2 ← xiβ.
d) Randomly pickup blinding values rα, rβ , rxi

, rδ1 , and
rδ2 from Z

∗
p.

e) Compute R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5 as follows:




R1 ← urα

R2 ← vrβ

R3 ← ê(T3, g2)rxi · ê(h,w)−rα−rβ · ê(h, g2)−rδ1−rδ2

R4 ← T
rxi
1 · u−rδ1

R5 ← T
rxi
2 · v−rδ2 .

f) Obtain the challenger c using the above values
and M

c← H(M,T1, T2, T3, R1, R2, R3, R4, R5) ∈ Z
∗
p.

g) Compute sα, sβ , sxi
, sδ1 , and sδ2 , where




sα = rα + cα
sβ = rβ + cβ
sxi

= rxi
+ cxi

sδ1 = rδ1 + cδ1
sδ2 = rδ2 + cδ2.

(2)

h) Finally, combine the values of (1) and (2) to form the
message signature σ

σ ← (T1, T2, T3, c, sα, sβ , sxi
, sδ1 , sδ2) .

i) Formulate the message according to Table II and send
it out.

3) Verification: Once a message is received, the receiver first
checks if the time information in the message payload is
in the allowable time window. If so, the receiving vehicle
will perform signature verification by first recomputing
the challenger c̃, followed by reconstructing (R̃1, R̃2, R̃3,
R̃4, and R̃5), according to the following formula:




R̃1 ← usα/T c
1

R̃2 ← vsβ/T c
2

R̃3 ← ê(T3, g2)sxi · ê(h,w)−sα−sβ

· ê(h, g2)−sδ1−sδ2 · (ê(T3, w)/ê(g1, g2))
c

R̃4 ← T
sxi
1 · u−sδ1

R̃5 ← T
sxi
2 · v−sδ2 .

Then, c̃ is recomputed from

c̃ = H(M,T1, T2, T3, R̃1, R̃2, R̃3, R̃4, R̃5).

The receiver finally checks if this value is the same as c
in signature σ. If so, the receiver considers the message
to be valid and unaltered from a trusted group member. If
not, the receiver neglects the message.

4) Membership traceability: A membership tracing opera-
tion is performed when solving a dispute, where the real
ID of the signature generator is desired. The TM first
checks the validity of the signature and then computes
Ai by using the following equation:

Ai ← T3/
(
T ξ1
1 · T

ξ2
2

)
.

Once the MM gets element Ai from the TM, it can
lookup the record (Ai, IDi) to find the corresponding
identity IDi.

5) Membership revocation: Once a vehicle is found com-
promised, the vehicle will be excluded from the system.
Currently, there are two approaches of revoking a com-
promised vehicle. One is through updating the group
public key and private key at all unrevoked ve-
hicles. Given the released private key pairs of the re-
voked vehicles in an RL, unrevoked vehicles can locally
update their private key pair gsk[i] and the group public
key gpk, whereas those revoked vehicles cannot update
their keying materials [34]. Obviously, this scheme may
introduce a significant amount of overhead since it is
needed to change the group public and private keys
of each vehicle from time to time. The other revoking
mechanism is similar to the traditional CRL-based revo-
cation scheme, called verifier-local revocation (VLR)
[35]–[37], by which only verifiers are involved in the
revocation check-up operation. The VLR scheme is effi-
cient when there are only a few revoked vehicles. How-
ever, since the signature verification time grows linearly
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with the number of revoked vehicles, the vehicle
revocation verification procedure becomes very time-
consuming and inefficient when a large number of
revoked vehicles exist in the RL. Therefore, to initiate
a graceful tradeoff, we propose a hybrid membership
revocation mechanism. The basic idea of the proposed
mechanism is that, when the number of revoked vehicles
in the RL (denoted as |RL|) is less than some predefined
threshold Tτ , the VLR mechanism is adopted; otherwise,
the first approach through updating the corresponding
public keys and private key pairs is employed. The
proposed mechanism is further described as follows:
Case 1) When |RL| < Tτ , the MM publishes the

revocation list RL = {A1, . . . , Ab}, where
b < Tτ . For a given group signature σ, any
verifier first executes the signature verification
operation and then executes the revocation
check, which is shown in Algorithm 1 as follows:

Algorithm 1 (Revocation Verification Algorithm)
Data: Input (param, RL, σ)
Result: Output valid or invalid
for i← 1 to |RL| do

get one Ai from RL;
if ê(T3/Ai, h0) = ê(T1, h1)ê(T2, h2) then

return invalid;
end

end
return valid;

where param is (G1, G2, GT , g1, g2, g, p,
ψ, ê, H , H1, Ppub, u, v, h, h0, h1, h2). If
the returned value is valid and no element
of RL is encoded in (T1, T2, T3) of σ, the
signer of the group signature σ has not been
revoked. However, if the returned value is
invalid, then there exists some Ai being
encoded in (T1, T2, T3), which can be checked
by ê(T3/Ai, h0) = ê(T1, h1)ê(T2, h2), since

ê(T3/Ai, h0) = ê
(
Aih

α+β/Ai, h0

)
= ê

(
hα+β , h0

)
= ê (hα, h0) ê

(
hβ , h0

)
= ê

(
uαξ1 , h0

)
ê
(
vβξ2 , h0

)
= ê

(
uα, hξ1

0

)
ê
(
vβ , hξ2

0

)
= ê (T1, h1)ê (T2, h2).

Case 2) When |RL| ≥ Tτ , the MM sends all signers
and verifiers in the system the revocation list
RL = {(A∗1, x1), . . . , (A∗b, xb)}, where b ≥ Tτ .
For each private key (A∗i , xi), xi ← H(γ, IDi) ∈
Z
∗
p, and A∗i ← g

1/(γ+xi)
2 ∈ G2. It is worth noting

that Ai = ψ(A∗i ).
After receiving the revocation list RL, group

public key gpk can easily be updated. The fol-

lowing lemma demonstrates how to use a given
group public key and all the revoked private keys
to construct a new group public key.

Lemma 1: Given group key gpk = (g1, g2, g, w) and all
revoked private keys {(A∗1, x1), . . . , (A∗b, xb)} ∈ RL, the new
group public key can be constructed as

gpknew = (ĝ1, ĝ2, ĝ, ŵ)

where ĝ1 = g
1/y
1 , ĝ2 = g

1/y
2 , ĝ = ê(ĝ1, ĝ2), and ŵ = ĝγ

2 , with
y =

∏b
i=1(γ + xi) ∈ Z

∗
p.

Proof: See Appendix A. �
Next, we show how an unrevoked vehicle updates its private

key, (A = g
1/(γ+x0)
1 , x0), for a new one denoted as (Â, x0),

where Â = A1/y ∈ G1.
Lemma 2: Given all revoked private keys {(A∗1, x1),

. . . , (A∗b, xb)} ∈ RL, the new private key for an unrevoked
vehicle i = 0 can be constructed as

(Â, x0)

where x0 = H(γ, ID0) ∈ Z
∗
p, Â = A1/y ∈ G1, with y =∏b

i=1(γ + xi) ∈ Z
∗
p.

Proof: See Appendix B. �
3) Message Length: The length of the OBU message can be

expressed as

Lmsg_OBU = LgroupID + LmsgID + Lpayload

+ Ltimestamp + Lsig + LTTL.

We have p as a prime that is 170 b long [34]. Each element in
G1 is 171 b long, and Lsig = 192 B long. Thus, Lmsg_OBU =
2 + 2 + 100 + 4 + 192 + 1 = 301 B.

4) Security Analysis: Using group signatures allows any
member in the group to anonymously sign an arbitrary number
of messages on behalf of the group. The security requirements
of a group signature scheme include correctness, unforgeabil-
ity, anonymity, unlinkability, traceability, and revocation [38],
which will be discussed as follows.

1) Correctness: With the proposed security protocol, a
group signature σ generated by a valid group member can
surely be identified by the aforementioned verification
procedure.

2) Unforgeability: Only a valid group member can sign a
message on behalf of the group. A valid group signature
cannot be forged; otherwise, the SDH assumption will be
in contradiction.

3) Anonymity: Given a valid group signature σ of some
messages, it is computationally difficult to identify the
actual signer by every one but the group manager. Due
to the linear Diffie–Hellman assumption, the interactive
protocol underlying the group signature scheme is zero-
knowledge, such that no information is revealed by σ.

4) Unlinkability: According to the verification procedure,
it is computationally hard to decide whether two valid
signatures of different groups are computed by the same
group member.
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TABLE III
MESSAGE FORMAT FOR RSU

TABLE IV
FORMAT OF RSU’S ID

5) Traceability: The group manager can always create a
valid signature and identify the actual signer by the mem-
bership recovery procedure. Let the group signature σ =
(T1, T2, T3, c, sα, sβ , sxi

, sδ1 , sδ2) be valid. The group
manager can thus first derive

Ai ← T3/
(
T ξ1
1 · T

ξ2
2

)

by which the signer’s ID can be traced.
6) Revocation: Membership revocation can be fulfilled by

the aforementioned two revocation schemes.

We refer to [34] for a more comprehensive description of
security analysis.

D. Security Protocol Between RSUs and OBUs

1) Message Format: We define the format of safety mes-
sages between RSUs and OBUs, as shown in Table III.

The first four fields are signed by the RSU, by which the “sig-
nature” field can be derived. The “ID” is 40 B long and serves as
the public key of the sender. Note that the ID may also include
the name of the RSU, the authorized geographical region to
operate, and the authorized message type. As aforementioned,
OBUs installed in emergency vehicles are treated the same way
as RSUs. Thus, the ID can also be the emergency vehicle’s
license plate number; the types of emergency vehicles, for
example, such as police, fire, or emergency medical services;
and the name of municipality where emergency services are
provided. The last field is TTL, which records a timer that con-
trols how long the message is allowed to remain in VANETs. In
this case, the situation in which a VANET becomes swamped
by messages can be avoided. Without loss of generality, we
use RSU as an example to illustrate the proposed protocol. The
length of the signature will be discussed later.

2) Security Protocol for RSU and OBU Communication:
The proposed security protocol between RSU and OBU con-
tains the following three phases.

1) Private key generation: A unique identifier string is ob-
tained for each RSU as its ID according to its property,
whose format is shown in Table IV, where the first field
records a unique serial number, the second field records
its physical location information, and the third field
indicates the attribute of the message, such as a traffic-
sign-related message and a warning message. The TRC
computes the private key for each RSU by

SIDi
← g

1/(γ+H(IDi))
1

and sends it to each RSU through a secure channel.

2) Signing: Before sending each safety message M , RSU
signs the message M by first picking up a random

value x
R← Z

∗
p and computing

r ← gx ∈ GT .

With r, we can set

hσ ← H1(M, r) ∈ Z
∗
p

and compute

Sσ ← Sx+hσ

IDi
∈ G1.

The signature σ is nothing but the pair (hσ, Sσ) ∈
Z
∗
p ×G1. Finally, the message can be formatted ac-

cording to Table III and can then be sent.
3) Verification: Any vehicle receiving a message from an

RSU will first guarantee that the sender is working
under the authorized domain. The vehicle compares
the physical location of the message sender with the
location information in the RSU’s identifier string in
order to prevent any attacker from taking the device
down from one RSU and putting it elsewhere. Then, the
receiver compares the type ID in the received message
with the property stated in the identifier string. If the
type ID cannot match with the property, the message
will be ignored. For example, the messages with a
property of curve speed warning will not be acceptable
in case the content of the message is about “road under
construction ahead.” The receiver should also check
the time information in the payload to make sure the
message is in the allowable time window. Finally, the
receiver checks the validity of the message signature
by computing

h̃σ ← H1

(
M, e

(
Sσ, g

H(IDi)
2 · Ppub

)
g−hσ

)
.

This check is to see whether h̃σ = hσ , where hσ is
from σ. If the equation holds, the vehicle accepts the
message; otherwise, the message is dropped.

3) Message Length: The length of an RSU message can be
evaluated in the following expression:

Lmsg_RSU = LtypeID + LmsgID + Lpayload

+ Ltimestamp + Lsig + LID + LTTL.

Similarly, since p is a prime that is 170 b long and each
element in G1 is 171 b long, we get the size of the signature
σ as 43 B. Therefore, Lmsg_RSU = 2 + 2 + 100 + 4 + 43 +
40 + 1 = 192 B.

4) Security Analysis: Using the provably secure ID-based
signature scheme in [27] allows RSU to sign an arbitrary
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number of messages by guaranteeing unforgeability, authenti-
cation, data integrity, and nonrepudiation. We refer to [27] for
a more comprehensive description of security analysis. In this
section, we analyze the proposed protocol, particularly in these
aspects: 1) RSU replication attack prevention and 2) replay
attack prevention, which will be discussed as follows.

1) Prevention of RSU replication attack: The message
from an RSU has an “ID” field, keeping the RSU’s
original physical location, as well as its type, indicating
the type of traffic management offered by the RSU.
Upon receipt of the message, the OBU compares the
physical location of the OBU with the location infor-
mation in the RSU’s ID string. If the distance is farther
than RSU’s transmission range, the OBU ignores the
message. Therefore, the RSU replication attack can be
defeated. Furthermore, the OBU compares the type ID
in the received message with the property specified in
the ID string of the RSU. If the type ID cannot match
with the property, the message will be ignored. For
example, the messages with a property of curve speed
warning will not be acceptable in case the content of
the message is about “road under construction ahead.”

2) Prevention of replay attack: With a replay attack, an
adversary replays the intercepted message from an
RSU in order to impersonate as a legitimate RSU.
Obviously, it cannot work in the proposed protocol
because of the time interval check in verification pro-
cedure. Upon receiving the message, the OBU checks
the time information in the timestamp to make sure
the message is in the allowable time window. If the
time information included in the timestamp of the
message is not reasonable, the OBU will simply drop
the message.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, simulation is conducted to verify the
efficiency of the proposed secure protocol for IVC applica-
tions with ns-2 [39]. In order to properly estimate the real-
world road environment and vehicular traffic, two different
types of road system are considered. The first real-world en-
vironment is by way of the mobility model generation tool
introduced in [40], which is specialized to generate realistic
city-traffic-scenario files for vehicles under ns-2. This tool
makes use of the publicly available Topologically Integrated
Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) database from
the U.S. Census Bureau, where detailed street maps of each
city/town in the United States are given. The map adopted in
this paper is a real-world city-traffic environment, as shown in
Fig. 2, which corresponds to the Afton Oaks area of Houston,
TX. Each vehicle is first randomly scattered on one intersection
of the roads and repeatedly moved toward another randomly
selected intersection along the paths in the map. Each vehicle
is driving with a randomly fluctuated speed in a range of
±5 mi/h centered at the road-speed limit that ranges from
35 to 75 mi/h along different streets. The second type of road
system considered in this paper is the traffic scenario on a
straight bidirectional six-lane highway, where the vehicles’

Fig. 2. City-street scenario corresponding to a square area of size 1000 ×
1000 m2.

TABLE V
SIMULATION CONFIGURATION

speed is within the range of 100 ± 10 mi/h. In both cases, an
RSU is allocated every 500 m along each road, which sends
messages every 300 ms. Other simulation parameters are listed
in Table V.

The performance metrics considered are the average mes-
sage delay and average message loss ratio, which are denoted
as avgDMsg and avgLR, respectively, and are expressed as
follows:

avgDMsg =
1

ND ·Msent_n ·Kn

∑
n∈D

Msent_n∑
m=1

Kn∑
k=1

×
(
Tn_m
sign + Tn_m_k

transmission + Tn_m_k
verify

· (Ln_m_k + 1)
)

where D is the sample district in the simulation, ND is the
number of vehicles in D, Msent_n is the number of messages
sent by vehicle n, Kn is the number of vehicles within the one-
hop communication range of vehicle n, Tn_m

sign is the time taken
by vehicle n for signing message m, n_m_k represents the
message m sent by vehicle n and received by vehicle k, and
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Ln_m_k is the length of the queue in vehicle k when message
m sent by vehicle n is received

avgLR =
1

ND

ND∑
n=1

Mn
consumed∑Kn

k=1 M
n
arrived

where Mn
consumed represents the number of messages consumed

by vehicle n in the application layer, and Mn
arrived represents

the number of messages that are received by vehicle n in the
MAC layer. Here, we only consider the message loss caused
by the security protocol rather than the wireless transmission
channel. Note that the message will be lost if the queue is
full when the message arrival rate is higher than the message
verification rate. In the following, two sets of experiments are
conducted to analyze the impacts of having different traffic
loads and cryptographic algorithm processing speeds.

A. Impact of Traffic Load

The density of the vehicles on the road is the main factor
that has a major impact on the system performance, since
it is related to the total number of messages received by
each vehicle. Previous studies considered the effect brought
by the actual vehicle density on the road, such as vehicles
per kilometer or vehicles per square kilometer, which failed
to capture the varying relationship between the communication
range and the actual vehicle density. The study in [4] explored
that the denser the traffic is, the shorter the communication
range (or a smaller radiation power) should be adopted in order
to achieve a satisfied packet loss ratio. Therefore, the number of
messages received by a certain vehicle within a dissemination
period should be considered as a factor for evaluating system
performance instead of taking only the actual traffic density
into consideration. Thus, this paper takes the average number of
neighboring vehicles within the communication range of each
vehicle as the traffic load, which serves as the upper bound
on the number of packets a vehicle could receive within a
dissemination cycle. Furthermore, the delay induced by any
cryptographic operation is considered in the ns-2 simulation
through the measurement of cryptographic library MIRACL
[41]. In this paper, the group signature signing delay and
verification delay are 3.6 and 7.2 ms,5 respectively, while the
delay by an ID-based signature verification is 3.6 ms.

Simulation results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It can be
seen that, with the increase of traffic load (i.e., the number of
vehicles within the communication range), the message end-to-
end delay does not vary a lot (around 22 ms), which is smaller
than the maximum allowable message end-to-end transmission
latency of 100 ms, as defined in [4]. However, the message loss
ratio increases when the traffic load is increased. It is notable
that the loss ratio reaches as high as 68% when the traffic load is

5The computation bottleneck for the signing process of the group signature is
the one-pairing operation and the two-pairing operations for verification. Based
on the measurement, the time to do one pairing is 3.6 ms, so we use 7.2 ms as the
verification delay. Similarly, the bottleneck for identity-based signatures is the
one-pairing operation during verification, so we use 3.6 ms as the verification
delay.

Fig. 3. Impact of traffic load on the message end-to-end delay.

Fig. 4. Impact of traffic load on the message loss ratio.

up to 150. However, such a traffic load can only be experienced
when there is a severe traffic jam according to the relationship
between the communication range and the intervehicle distance
[4]. In this situation, it is acceptable if a large number of
messages are lost because most of the messages are repeatedly
sent by each vehicle. Normal traffic load happens when the
traffic load is below 50, where 20% loss ratio is achieved.

B. Impact of Cryptographic Signature Verification Delay

Another important factor that determines the performance of
a security protocol is the latency taken by the cryptographic
operations in the protocol. However, the speed of implementing
a cryptographic algorithm is highly determined by the adopted
hardware facility. In this paper, we assume that a powerful
processor is installed in each vehicle, which can achieve a very
high processing speed. By referring to the parameter in [27],
where one pairing operation takes 3.6 ms and that in MIRACL
lib takes 8.5 ms, it is a reasonable assumption that the group
signature verification latency ranges from 1 to 8.5 ms. In the
simulation, a normal traffic load in a city is assumed, wherein
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Fig. 5. Impact due to signature verification delay on the message end-to-end
delay.

Fig. 6. Impact of signature verification delay on the average message loss
ratio.

an average of 60 vehicles are within the communication range
of a vehicle (simulation results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6).

It is shown that the message end-to-end delay and loss ratio
increase when the cryptographic operation cost becomes larger.
In addition, the message loss ratio is significantly increased
after the signature verification latency reaches a certain value.
Furthermore, the performances under various road systems are
very close. This demonstrates the stability and insensitivity of
the proposed security protocol to different road systems and
traffic loads.

C. Membership Revocation and Tracing Efficiency

Next, we evaluate the efficiency of membership revocation
and tracing schemes in the proposed protocol. We give an
efficiency comparison against the schemes in [3]. The efficiency
of the membership revocation and tracing schemes is a key
requirement to the success of any vehicular application since
a user is exposed to a serious risk if a malicious user conducts

any dangerous activity or an adversary impersonates a compro-
mised legitimate group member, which has been shown to be
very popular in our daily life. Thus, we need to improve the
performance of membership revocation and tracing schemes as
much as possible.

When a vehicle is compromised, the certificates that the
vehicle have need to be revoked in order to prevent potential
threats due to vehicle compromise. In [3], the total of 43 800
anonymous certificates have to be put on the CRL. The storage
cost of the CRL is 43 800 kB.6 For the proposed membership re-
vocation scheme, only an Ai needs to be put on the CRL, where
i represents vehicle i. The storage cost of the CRL is only 171 b.
It can easily be seen that the size of the CRL is considerably
reduced. The larger the number of revoked vehicle in the CRL,
the more saving the proposed membership revocation scheme
can have. This is extremely important since the CRL can be
distributed to any individual OBU and RSU in order to avoid
contacting a centralized CRL whenever membership revocation
verification is performed.

Furthermore, in the case of a traffic event dispute, such as
a crime/car accident scene investigation, which can be used to
look for witnesses, it is desired that the authorities should be
able to trace the message senders by revealing their IDs. In [3],
the authority has to keep all the anonymous certificates for each
vehicle in the administrative region, which results in a very
huge database with the storage cost as 43 800 kB ∗ n, where
n is the total number of vehicles (probably millions of cars).
Similarly, the proposed membership tracing scheme also needs
to maintain a table containing an Ai and its corresponding real
ID of the vehicle for each vehicle, which is only 307 b if the ID
of the vehicle is 136 b (the VIN of a vehicle is a 17-character
number made-up of both alpha and numeric characters). Thus,
the storage cost for the proposed scheme is only 307 b ∗ n, and
this is very significant for storage saving.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel security protocol has been proposed for the IVC
applications based on group signature and ID-based signature
schemes. With group signature, security, privacy, and efficient
traceability can be achieved without inducing the overhead
of managing a huge number of stored certificates at the MM
and TM’s sides. With the ID-based signature, the management
complexity on the public key and the certificate can be further
reduced. Extensive simulation has been conducted on both a
city road and highway systems to demonstrate that the mes-
sage delay and loss ratio can be kept quite low, even in the
presence of a large computational latency due to the crypto-
graphic operations. For future research, we will further enhance
the performance and reduce the communication overhead by
using a more efficient broadcast authentication protocol, such
as TESLA [45], which uses a one-way hash chain, where
the chain elements are the secret keys to computing message
authentication code.

6The size of an X.509 public key certificate is about 1 kB [44].
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APPENDIX A

Proof of Lemma 1:

1) Since ĝ2 = g
1/y
2 should be derived from (A∗1, x1),

. . . , (A∗b, xb), we first construct the following equation:

g
1/y
2 =

b∏
i=1

(A∗i )
yi

= (A∗1)
y1 · (A∗2)y2 . . . (A∗b)

yb

= g
y1/(γ+x1)
2 · gy2/(γ+x2)

2 . . . g
yb/(γ+xb)
2

= g

∑b

i=1
yi/(γ+xi)

2 (A.1)

with b unknown values y1, y2, . . . , yb.
We raise (A.1) to an exponential equation as

1
y

=
b∑

i=1

yi

γ + xi
=

y1
γ + x1

+ · · ·+ yb

γ + xb
.

Then, we have

1 = y

(
y1

γ + x1
+ · · ·+ yb

γ + xb

)

=
b∏

i=1

(γ + xi) ·
(

y1
γ + x1

+ · · ·+ yb

γ + xb

)

=
b∏

i=2

(γ + xi) · y1 +
b∏

i=1,i �=2

(γ + xi) · y2

+ · · ·+
b∏

i=1,i �=b

(γ + xi) · yb. (A.2)

Without loss of generality, assume that b = 2, which
leads to

1 = y1(γ + x2) + y2(γ + x1)
= (y1 + y2)γ + y1x2 + y2x1. (A.3)

Then, we have the following two equations:
{

y1 + y2 = 0
y1x2 + y2x1 = 1. (A.4)

Solving (A.4), we obtain
{

y1 = 1
x2−x1

y2 = 1
x1−x2

.
(A.5)

Substituting (A.5) in (A.1) gives

ĝ2 = (A∗1)
y1 · (A∗2)y2

= g
1/(γ+x1)(x2−x1)
2 · g1/(γ+x2)(x1−x2)

2

= g
1/(γ+x1)(γ+x2)
2

ĝ1 =ψ(g2) = g
1/(γ+x1)(γ+x2)
1

and

ĝ = ê(ĝ1, ĝ2).

2) To compute ŵ = ĝγ
2 = g

γ/y
2 , we construct the following

equation:

g
γ/y
2 = gy0

2 ·
b∏

i=1

(A∗i )
yi

= gy0
2 · (A∗1)

y1 · · · (A∗b)yb

= gy0
2 · g

y1/(γ+x1)
2 · · · gyb/(γ+xb)

2

= g

y0+

b∑
i=1

yi/(γ+xi)

2 (A.6)

with b + 1 unknown values y0, y1, y2, . . . , yb.
We raise (A.6) to an exponential equation as

γ

y
= y0 +

b∑
i=1

yi

γ + xi
= y0 +

y1
γ + x1

+ · · ·+ yb

γ + xb
.

Then, we have

γ = y

(
y0 +

y1
γ + x1

+ · · ·+ yb

γ + xb

)

=
b∏

i=1

(γ + xi) ·
(
y0 +

y1
γ + x1

+ · · ·+ yb

γ + xb

)

=
b∏

i=1

(γ + xi) · y0 +
b∏

i=2

(γ + xi) · y1

+ · · ·+
b∏

i=1,i �=b

(γ + xi) · yb.

Similarly, assuming that b = 2, we have

γ = y0(γ + x1)(γ + x2) + y1(γ + x2) + y2(γ + x1)

= y0γ
2 + (y0(x1 + x2) + y1 + y2) γ + y0x1x2

+ y1x2 + y2x1

which leads to the following three equations:



y0 = 0
y0(x1 + x2) + y1 + y2 = 1
y0x1x2 + y1x2 + y2x1 = 0.

(A.7)

Solving (A.7), we obtain



y0 = 0
y1 = x1

x1−x2
y2 = x2

x2−x1
.

(A.8)

Substituting (A.8) in ŵ = g
γ/y
2 gives

ŵ = ĝγ
2 = g

γ/y
2

= gy0
2 · (A∗1)

y1 · (A∗2)y2

= (A∗1)
x1/x1−x2 · (A∗2)x2/x2−x1

= g
x1/(γ+x1)(x1−x2)
2 g

x2/(γ+x2)(x2−x1)
2

= g
γ/(γ+x1)(γ+x2)
2 .
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As a result, we proved that the group public key can be
constructed as follows: gpknew = (ĝ1, ĝ2, ĝ, ŵ). �

APPENDIX B

Proof of Lemma 2:

1) Since Â = A1/y should be derived from (A, x0) and
(A∗1, x1), . . . , (A∗b, xb), we first construct the following
equation:

A1/y =Ay0 ·
b∏

i=1

(ψ (A∗i ))
yi

=Ay0 · (ψ (A∗1))
y1 · · · (ψ (A∗b))

yb

= g
y0/(γ+x0)
1 · gy1/(γ+x1)

1 · · · gyb/(γ+xb)
b

= g

∑b

i=0
yi/(γ+xi)

1 (B.1)

with b + 1 unknown values y0, y1, . . . , yb. We raise (B.1)
to an exponential equation as

1
y(γ + x0)

=
b∑

i=0

yi

γ + xi

=
y0

γ + x0
+

y1
γ + x1

+ · · ·+ yb

γ + xb
.

Then, we have

1 = y(γ + x0)
(

y0
γ + x0

+ · · ·+ yb

γ + xb

)

=
b∏

i=0

(γ + xi) ·
(

y0
γ + x0

+ · · ·+ yb

γ + xb

)

=
b∏

i=1

(γ + xi) · y0 +
b∏

i=0,i �=1

(γ + xi) · y1

+ · · ·+
b∏

i=0,i �=b

(γ + xi) · yb.

Without loss of generality, assume that b = 2. Thus,
we have

1 = y0(γ + x1)(γ + x2) + y1(γ + x0)(γ + x2)

+ y2(γ + x0)(γ + x1)

= (y0 + y1 + y2)γ2

+ [y0(x1 + x2) + y1(x0 + x2) + y2(x0 + x1)] γ

+ y0x1x2 + y1x0x2 + y2x0x1

which leads to the following three equations:




y0 + y1 + y2 = 0
y0(x1 + x2) + y1(x0 + x2) + y2(x0 + x1) = 0
y0x1x2 + y1x0x2 + y2x0x1 = 1.

(B.2)

Solving (B.2), we obtain




y0 = 1
(x1−x0)(x2−x0)

y1 = 1
(x0−x1)(x2−x1)

y2 = 1
(x0−x2)(x1−x2)

.

(B.3)

Substituting (B.3) in (B.1) gives

Â =A1/y

=Ay0 · (ψ (A∗1))
y1 · (ψ (A∗2))

y2

= g
1/(γ+x0)(x1−x0)(x2−x0)
1 · g1/(γ+x1)(x0−x1)(x2−x1)

1

· g1/(γ+x2)(x0−x2)(x1−x2)
1

= g
1/(γ+x0)(γ+x1)(γ+x2)
1 .

Thus, (Â, x) is a valid private key with respect to the
group public key gpknew = (ĝ1, ĝ2, ĝ, ŵ). �
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